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RECORD TRADING VOLUME FOR PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT SECURITIES

Trading of Government Securities (GS) at the Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp.

(PDEx) platform reached a record volume of P26.034 Billion. Today’s level easily

surpassed the previous high of P16.468 Billion recorded last July 13, 2007.

Local and regional financial markets reacted sharply to the decision of the US Federal

Reserve board to reduce their overnight rate by 50 basis points. The Fed’s easing of

its policy rate has been received positively by the international markets, directly

alleviating some of the credit pressures that have built up — and concerns over a

possible recession — in the light of the US Subprime mortgage crisis.

Over at the foreign exchange spot market, the Philippine Peso (PHP) moved up

significantly from yesterday’s close of P46.13 per US Dollar (USD). With the overnight

news of the Fed’s action, the Peso gained 40 centavos against the green back by

opening at P45.73. Against a traded volume of $439.5 million, the Peso closed the

morning session at an average rate of P45.64. While trading volumes eased in the

afternoon session, the Peso nonetheless finished the day at P45.57 over a total

volume of $667.5 million, translating to a change of 56 centavos over yesterday’s

closing rate.

“The market is very fluid at this point in time. Traders are forming their own views of

where the market may go and this is driving market activity”, Cesar Crisol, President

of PDEx said. 

Trading activity at the PDEx Fixed Income platform covered an impressive range of
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benchmark tenors. Among the most actively traded were the FXTN 10-42 (with

remaining tenor of over 9 years) and the FXTN 07-43 which matures in 2013. The most

actively traded security was FXTN 03-16 which matures in February 2010.

“This is a very much welcomed development because it suggests that investors are

looking at our capital market and are apparently comfortable with either shorter-

term or longer-term securities”, Mr. Crisol pointed out.

Mr. Crisol observed that when PDEx started operations, the activity was dominated by

the shorter end of the tenor spectrum. “Last year we saw some lengthening towards

the 5 year buckets and now we are seeing movement in the 9-10 year buckets. Maybe

with some more push, we can hopefully see some activity thrive at the longer end of

our tenor profile” he said.


